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Abstract— This article describes the use of a channel emulator to assess the performance of modems installed in
vehicles, responsible for exchanging safety and traffic efficiency
information, using the amendment to Wi-Fi, 802.11p. It is
therefore essential to thoroughly model the non-stationary
channel, characterized by dynamic environments, high node
velocities and multipath. The channel is described by a tappeddelay line model, in which the taps are determined by an
optimization algorithm, based on Lasso, on real-life measurements in Lund, Sweden. The algorithm minimizes the mean
square error between the approximated channel description
and the original measurements, limiting the number of taps
in use. The emulator is part of a project developed in the
Telecommunications Institute of the Technical University of
Vienna. Its further development enables the emulation of
several consecutive scenarios and the configuration of the delay
parameters for each magnitude and phase. The performance
of the channel emulator is evaluated through PER, for several
scenarios and attenuations, showing that stationary channel
models do not emulate vehicular scenarios realistically and,
for the non-stationary model, exchanged information is almost
completely lost except when the vehicles are in close proximity.
Index Terms— 802.11p; non-stationary; tapped-delay line;
LASSO; emulator; PER.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The increase in people and goods’ mobility has been impacting the society regarding traffic congestion and number
of accidents. The number of vehicles is starting to surpass
population numbers, which, together with the new wave
of urbanization and the improvment of private and public
transports, have made the development of more sustainable,
efficient and safer transportation systems one of the fundamental challenges of the next decade [1].
The growing technological development is pushing interconnected driving applications forward [2], which enable
users to make a safer and smarter use of transport networks, being known as Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS). Intelligent infrastructures in smart cities would use
the traffic information spread by car systems to offer best
living conditions. The sophistication of vehicle equipment
enables the vehicles to gather data about traffic and road
state information, and exchange it in real-time with other
nearby vehicles and Roadside infrastructure Units (RSU).
The use of Vehicular Communications (VC) based solutions allows the safety and efficiency warning operation
beyond the Line Of Sight (LOS) constraint, unlike what
happens with traditional road signs, enabling a cooperation
between vehicles and infrastructures that perceive hazardous
situations in extended space and time horizon [2].

To make autonomous connected vehicles a reality, it is
essential to develop and improve vehicular standards and
design communication systems that enable road users to
exchange information in real time, with high reliability.
Vehicles and RSUs act as the communicating nodes, where
the message transmission is done without the need for fixed
infrastructures or base stations, known as Vehicular Ad-hoc
Network (VANET).
VANETs are characterized by diverse environments and
high non-stationary fading where communication happens,
that result from the combination of different link types,
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I),
Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P), etc., and the mobile or static
nature of Transmitter (Tx), Receiver (Rx) and interacting
objects. These characteristics have to be considered when
creating reliable models for vehicular applications, since
models created for cellular scenarios are not accurate enough
[3].
The system for VC is IEEE 802.11p [4], an amendment
to the IEEE 802.11 standard, part of a group of protocol
families known as Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) [5], that support ITS applications, such as adhoc communication and direct exchange of information between high-speed vehicles and the vicinity. System 802.11p
specifies Physical layer (PHY) and Media Access Control
(MAC) layer, designed for the vehicular environment, and
it needs to guarantee interoperability among vehicles by
different manufacturers, and the RSUs in different locations.
The connection establishment is less time-consuming than
the original 802.11, since safety applications demand instantaneous exchange capabilities. The operating frequency is
5.9 GHz, the communication distance is typically 100 m in
Non-Line Of Sight (NLOS) and 500 m in LOS, and vehicle
speeds may be up to 260 km/h.
The growing demand for VC applications has encouraged
the design of modems to be mounted in ITS enabled vehicles.
Their performance needs to be assessed under realistic conditions, creating the need for accurate models to replicate
the roadside communication conditions in simulations and
labs. A possible solution are measurement campaigns, which
provide accurate data for evaluation of Tx and Rx. However,
they are expensive and require extensive planning, which is
undesirable for manufacturers. A channel emulator can be
placed between Tx and Rx in order to replace the real radio
channel.
This article aims to describe how to recreate a nonstationary vehicular channel in a low-complexity, fast and

effective manner, by inputting accurate Tapped Delay Line
(TDL) models into a further developed channel emulator. The
TDL models are obtained by choosing the limited number of
delayed taps that better represent the original channel, and
determining their components, magnitude and phase, using
powerful optimization tool Lasso. The emulator’s added
functionalities allow it not only to consecutively simulate
different scenarios, but also to update the delay components
with the update of the magnitude and phase ones.
Sen et al. [6] and Acosta-Marum et al. [7] both used
TDL channel models using channel measurements, although
the former developed V2V statistical channel models for
5 GHz and the tap amplitudes were then fitted to Weibull
distribution, while the latter developed models for V2V and
V2I, for 5.9 GHz, in which each tap process is described as
having Rice or Rayleigh fading.
Fernández-Caramés et al. [8] developed a FieldProgrammable Gate Array (FPGA) based vehicular channel
emulator using the models in [7]. Vlastaras et al. [9] addresses the problem of stress testing and evaluating modem
transceivers by implementing a real-time wireless channel
emulator, using a Software-Defined Radio (SDR). Commercial emulators, such as Spirent [10], provide robust solutions
for channel emulation. However they are expensive and may
not offer enough flexibility to researchers when configuring
the channel parameters.
It is relevant to study, develop and improve the standards
already existing for vehicular scenarios, so they are taken to
the next level, by connecting a decentralized ad-hoc vehicular
network to everything else, i.e., the network.
The future of Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communications may combine the best of 802.11p standards, which
benefit from the absence of network and supports safetycritical and low latency applications, with the cellular ones,
which add multimedia services, better support for V2I communications and network coverage.
This article is organized as follows: Section II characterizes vehicular channels considering a TDL description; the
method to generate the channel models, stationary and nonstationary, is described in Section III; the channel emulator’s
basis description and added functionalities are introduced in
Section IV; Section V presents the measured data scenario,
for the non-stationary model, its data processing and an
analysis of the obtained results for the channel models, for
several packet sizes and attenuations; finally the conclusions
are presented in Section VI.
II. C HANNEL C HARACTERIZATION
In a vehicular scenario, the receiver moves along the route
at some constant velocity, v. For a fixed position, d, the
channel between Tx and Rx can be modelled as a linear time
invariant system. The signal encounters several scatterers,
and the spatial location of the receiver changes over time,
which causes the appearance of different multipath waves
with different propagation delays, amplitudes and phases.
Therefore, the mobile radio channel can be modelled as a

linear time varying channel that changes with time, frequency
and distance.
The impulse response, h (t, σ), is a wideband channel
characterization, and contains all information to simulate any
type of radio transmission through the channel. It is function
of both the time variations due to motion, t, and the channel
multipath delay for a fixed value of time, σ [11].
The original channel can be represented by a TDL model,
with a number of taps, Ntaps , equal to the number of
Multipath Components (MPCs), NM P C . To simulate the
non-stationary process, local scattering regions in time and
frequency are implemented, where each one is assumed to
be stationary.
An approximated representation of the channel impulse
response can be achieved by limiting the number of taps,
Ntaps , as shown below,
h (t, σ) =

NX
taps

ai hi,W SS δ(σ − σ i ),

(1)

i=1

where ai is the gain, σ i is the delay, hi,W SS is the realization
from a Wide Sense Stationary (WSS) fading process, for the
ith tap, and δ is the unit impulse function that determines
the specific components that are non-zero at time t.
The power delay profile, p (σ) of the channel can indicate
the intensity of a signal received through a multipath channel,
as a function of time and delay, given by,
2

p (σ) = |h (t, σ)| .

(2)

The delay spread measures the difference between the time
of arrival of the earliest MPC (typically LOS component) and
the time of arrival of the latest one. The Root Mean Square
(RMS) delay spread, σRM S is the measure typically used,
given by,
sR
∞
2
(σ − σ) p (σ)dσ
0 R
,
(3)
σRM S =
∞
p (σ)dσ
0
where σ is the mean delay of the channel.
The movement of scatterers along the propagation path
changes the transmitted signal given frequency, due to the
different incident angle, creating Doppler effect. The signals
travelling along different paths have different rates of change
in phase, known as Doppler shifts. The difference in Doppler
shifts between the direct signal and the largest Doppler shift
corresponds to the Doppler spread, fD , given by,
v · fc
,
(4)
c
where fc is the carrier frequency, v is the scatterer velocity
and c is the speed of light. Doppler spread values on a
vehicular scenario can be up to four times higher than on
a cellular one for the same velocity.
The mobility of Rx, Tx and interacting objects result in
significant non-stationary channel fading, meaning the channel impulse response exhibits significant delay and Doppler
spread, which also change over the time and frequency axes.
fD =

With all distributions defined, the generation of random
samples to form the coefficients of each scenario taps vector,
along time, is possible.

III. C HANNEL MODELS
A. Stationary models
The scenarios considered for the emulator are rural, urban
and highway, and the results in [12] were used to generate
tap components, for up to 4 taps. The rural scenario is approximated by an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)
channel and it is used as baseline.
For a time instant i, each tap is characterized by the
scenario deterministic parameters, such as attenuation ai ,
RMS delay σRM S , and the stochastic characterization of the
small-scale fading process hi .
The first tap is static, meaning the delay, gain and maximum Doppler frequency are zero, used as normalization for
the other ones. For the remaining taps, the realizations for
each time instant and scenario, stored in vector hi , were
generated according to Rayleigh distribution [12].
In order to test the emulator, the models (rural, urban and
highway) employ stationary processes with Rayleigh statistics, meaning that the small-scale fading trace, generated
for each tap individually, are complex valued. The channel
models present some shortcomings due to their simplicity,
namely the pure LOS tap in every scenario, which is not
always motivated by the propagation model.
Given that when there is a dominant stationary non-fading
signal component present, such as an LOS propagation
path, the small-scale fading envelope distribution is Rice,
the static tap may be more accurately represented by this
distribution, which takes possible objects obstructing the
Fresnel ellipsoids into account.
The random MPCs arriving from different angles are
superimposed on a stationary dominant signal. At the receiver, this has the effect of adding a Direct Current (DC)
component to the random multipath. This way, the use of the
Rice distribution facilitates the use of the channel models on
scenarios with dense traffic, and when cars at relative low
speeds contribute with a non-negligible MPC to the LOS.
The Rice distribution degenerates to a Rayleigh one when
the dominant component fades away and, therefore, a method
to generate Rice samples from Rayleigh ones can be deducted, by multiplying the resulting tap components, for
the whole time duration, with a normalization factor and
summing a DC component equal to one. This is expressed
below, which needs to be determined for each of the Ntaps
intended taps,
hRice = 1 + hRay · q

1
kRice · hRay

,

(5)
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where hRice ∈ CNt ×1 is the vector containing the Rice time
components, hRay ∈ CNt ×1 is the vector containing the
Rayleigh time components, for a single tap, 1 ∈ CNt ×1 is
2
an array of ones, |hRay | is the mean value of the Rayleigh
components array, kRice is the factor to assure complex Rice
components are not larger than 1 and Nt is the number of
time instants.

B. Non-stationary models
Vehicular channels are characterized by a non-stationary
fading process. The model is described by a time-variant
tapped delay line that groups sets of scatterers, each characterized by one of the Ntaps taps, solving the problem
of modelling multiple scatterer groups with different fading
statistics, with low implementation complexity.
Channel data fed into the emulator need to be organized in
vectors of magnitude, phase and respective delays. To use a
tapped delay line model, it is mandatory to choose the most
important MPCs of the channel data without compromising
the quality of the emulation.
The data used to calculate the taps is organized in a matrix
where rows and columns represent the time slot components
and the delayed MPCs, respectively. The matrix organization
is given by,
T

H = h1 h2 · · · hi · · · hNt
(6)
where H ∈ CNt ×NM P C is the channel matrix and hi ∈
C1×NM P C is the channel vector with delayed MPCs for
each time instant i.
The problem becomes finding the approximated channel
matrix, Happ ∈ CNt ×NM P C , in which MPCs in each row
are all zero, except the Ntaps (intended number of taps)
strongest ones, whose values of magnitude and phase are
such that the energy between the original matrix, H, and the
approximated one is the same.
For an arbitrary number of taps Ntaps , the determination
of the optimum component, magnitude, phase and delay, is
done by minimizing the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between
the real channel matrix and the approximated one, since it
is a measure of the quality of an estimator. The optimum
estimator, for a single time slot, is given by determining the
argument that minimizes the MSE below,
b app,i =
h

arg min

MSE (FFT {happ,i } , hi ) ,

(7)

where happ,i ∈ C1×NM P C is the approximated channel
b app,i ∈ C1×NM P C is
vector in a single time slot i, and h
its estimator. The calculation is made in frequency, hence,
the calculation of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the
time channel matrix. For efficiency purposes, the calculation
of the approximated channel matrix is made for each time
slot, which means each row, happ,i , is calculated one at a
time, by using each row of the original data matrix, hi .
The result of the minimization is an approximated channel
matrix in which each row has all elements equal to zero,
except the intended Ntaps ones, guaranteeing that the energy
remains the same.
A possible approach is choosing the strongest among
delayed MPCs in each row (for each time slot), and calculate
their magnitudes so that the total energy of the signal is the
same. However, the choice of the main peaks of the signal

will be random, mainly in the case of highly time varying
channels as vehicular ones, making the correlation between
the chosen peaks in each time slot unknown. Another problem is calculating phases, since the preservation of the energy
between the original and approximated channel matrices only
enables calculating magnitudes.
The Lasso algorithm [13] was the starting point to solve
the optimization problem in (7), by shrinking some coefficients and setting others to zero, leading to stable-low
variance (ridge regression) and interpretable results (subset
selection). The calculation of the taps was based on c-Lasso
[14], for complex values.
The computation of the solution in [13] is a quadratic
programming problem with linear inequality constraints. In
order for the algorithm to perform better, the data arrays used
in the optimization are normalized, meaning the obtained
results will not have the same energy as the original data.
Developing (7), for a single time instant, it takes the
original formulation presented in [13], as shown by,


MP C
NX

2
b app,i = arg min
h
(hi − F · happ,i )
, (8)


i=1

where F ∈ CNM P C ×NM P C is the Fast Fourier transform
matrix.
The constraint of the problem under study focuses on
limiting the number of non-zero components, in a single
time slot, to the number of intended taps. In order to
do a variable selection in each row of the matrix, the I0
norm is used, as described in [15]. Although I0 lacks the
homogeneity property (thus, is not strictly speaking a norm),
most mathematicians and engineers use the definition of I0
as the number of non-zero coefficients in a vector.
Taking the I0 definition, the constraint in [13] evolves to,
khapp,i k0 6 Ntaps .

(9)

The number of intended taps, Ntaps , is the tuning parameter
described by Lasso.
However, I0 is non-convex and its solutions are computationally difficult to solve, due to the non-convexity of the
corresponding objective function. A possible solution is to
solve a similar convex problem, such as the solutions of the
I1 norm, which are good approximations to the ones of I0 .
Before applying I1 in the problem constraint, the inequality in (9) has to be adapted to take the form of the original
formulation. Given the definition of I1 norm of a sum of
coefficients in a vector, a satisfying approximation is given
by the following expression,
khapp,i k1 6 ts

for

ts = ktaps · khi k1 ,

(10)

where ts is the tuning parameter in [13], and ktaps is a
constant dependent on the number of intended taps.
The tuning factor ktaps in (10) was obtained by trial-anderror. It was assumed that, instead of limiting the number of
non-zero coefficients in each time instant channel vector by
the number of intended taps, the constraint would be limiting

the I1 of the estimator vector, sum of all coefficients, to a
certain ktaps (less than zero) amount of the original channel
vector I1 .
The problem becomes then a quadratic programming problem with a convex inequality constraint, which can be solved
computationally rather easily. The used software is the CVX
modelling system for Matlab [16].
Since the algorithm performs better on a normalized
array, when the optimization problem is solved, the obtained
complex values for the chosen taps do not have the same
energy as the original data. To solve this, a least squares fit is
performed between the approximated model and the original
non-normalized data, taking the chosen taps into consideration. This way, the results are an approximated model with
the same energy as the original one and, therefore, it is ready
to be directly fed into the emulator.
IV. E MULATOR
A. Basic Description
The emulator in [17] solves the problem of simulating
a vehicular channel, and serves as basis for the added
functionalities, described in the next section.
The emulator architecture aims at being optimized, low
complexity, and also flexible when reconfiguring the scattering model for each local stationary region, allowing the
calculation of the non-stationary channel responses and, at
the same time, updating the local scattering functions, while
switching among different ones.
The platform for the emulator is National Instruments
(NI) Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) Rio 2953R
[18], and optimizes the trade-off between reconfigurability of
the system and the low computational complexity. NI USRP
RIO works with frequencies up to 6 GHz and the emulation
bandwidth is 20 MHz.
Fading traces are pre-generated and loaded at runtime. The
emulator takes the tapped delay models in array form directly
as input, shown in Figure 1. The implementation emulates
a Geometric-based Stochastic Channel Model (GSCM) [19],
that considers non-stationary properties and assumes local
stationary regions, switching between these regions.

Fig. 1. Channel input vector, for all taps Ntaps in each time instant and
time duration Nt .

The number of taps in the architecture is 68, so that it
covers the contributions of the reflectors that are 1 km away,
and the resolution is 50 ns. Only a maximum of 10 taps can
be active.
The host PC, running LabVIEW 2014, updates the impulse
response samples and loads the compiled bit files into the
FPGA, where the emulator is implemented. The emulator is
connected to two IEEE802.11p modems, set up as Tx and
Rx. The data generated by the Tx modem is input to the
emulator, processed through the FPGA, which acts as the

channel, and the signal is output of the emulator and received
by the Rx modem. The basis version of the emulator only
allows using fixed delays, for all time instants.
B. Added Functionalities
The added functionalities to the emulator, in the main host
code, are dedicated to calculating the scenario’s parameters
(described in Section III), feeding them into the emulator,
updating them during runtime, and passing them on to be
written into the FPGA.
1) Transmission and reception: Channel data needs to
enter the main program in an automated and efficient manner,
so that testing multiple and consecutive scenarios, propagation environments and conditions, such as attenuations,
packet size, etc., is efficient. Also, this makes possible the
transmission of channel delays, associated with each time
instant taps, which vary in time, enabling to characterize a
vehicular non-stationary environment.
The processing and writing of data into the FPGA is done
inside the main host program. Therefore, data, arranged in
arrays of consecutive Ntaps = 16 tap components (magnitude, phase and delay), is sent continuously through an
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) link, using Python, run in
the same machine, and received in the host code. A UDP
connection is established, in the same machine, between the
Python transmitter program and the receiver in LabVIEW
main program.
Since the arrays dimension is generally big and there are
three arrays to be sent, they are divided in sub-arrays to be
sent without being lost. The sub-arrays for the three channel
parameters are concatenated in a single array, whose size
was chosen to be 48 coefficients, 16 for each parameter.
A delay in sending data was also added, since the processing time of the host code was much slower than the one
for sending, and an overload of data in the receiver made the
main program cycle slower.
After the UDP connection is established, the program
begins a parallel cycle, outside the main processing one,
where it stays waiting for new data until the emulation is
stopped.
2) Updating: Since the host code capability of processing
data in the main cycle is slower than the on for receiving
it, the received sub-arrays of size 16 are concatenated into
bigger sub-arrays. When they reach the size of 1600 they
are stored in a First In First Out (FIFO), and passed into the
main cycle where they are retrieved.
In order to run consecutive scenarios, there are two FIFOs.
If the first scenario data is still being passed into the main
cycle, and new data is arriving, the second FIFO stores the
new data while the first is emptied, avoiding mixing data
when switching scenarios.
In the main code cycle, the data removal is done to
the non-empty FIFO. If both have elements, the program
retrieves it from the FIFO chosen in the previous cycle
iteration, i.e, the one storing data from the scenario sent first,
and only after retrieving it all does the program switch to the
other FIFO (scenario). If both are empty, the choice falls on

the default one, i.e., the one chosen in the previous cycle
iteration.
As the magnitude, phase and delay sub-arrays are retrieved, in each cycle iteration, they are continuously concatenated and saved into arrays until complete.
If the program is not receiving any data and the chosen
FIFO is empty, or previous data was completely passed and
new data is arriving, the array variables are erased so that
they are ready to receive new data. On the other hand, if no
data is being received but the FIFO still has elements, they
are retrieved and added to the array variables.
3) Writing: After the arrays are updated, they need to be
passed on to the writing sub-module. In LabVIEW platform,
the array variables may be updated faster than the time
needed to write the previous data into the FPGA, when new
data from a new scenario arrives. Data is then delayed a
cycle iteration by a flip-flop that stores it, meaning that if
the program starts storing new data, the flip-flop passes the
complete data arrays from the previous scenario.
If the scenario to be emulated is the first one, the moment
data starts being stored into arrays, they are immediately
passed on to be written, in all iterations, meaning they are
constantly updated. To avoid writing the same data in every
iteration, arrays are rotated so that elements already read are
put in the end of the array.
For the rest of the cases, the program waits until the
scenario’s data arrays are complete, and only then are they
sent to be written. In these cases, there is no need to rotate
the arrays, because they are passed already complete.
In order to test if data arrays are complete, the program
waits until the receiver cycle stops receiving new data from
the same scenario and is completely retrieved from FIFO in
the main cycle.
When a scenario data is completely received, the data
arrays are continuously and repetitively written in a loop,
until new scenario data arrays are complete.
The delay components are updated once every 10 cycles
the magnitude and phase ones are updated.
The emulator’s performance was assessed by checking
if data arrays being sent through UDP connection were
being correctively received, assembled and passed on, and by
comparing the frequency spectrum obtained in the emulator
with a simulated one, using Matlab, of a fast-varying channel,
characterized by fixed delays, with a sudden jump to a slowvarying behaviour and different fixed delay values.
V. A NALYSIS OF RESULTS
A. Measured Scenario
The used data was obtained through a measurement
campaign DRIVEWAY 2009 [20], in Lund, Sweden. The
measurement campaign considered a dedicated subset of
communication and traffic scenarios, and was conducted in
order to perform a realistic characterization of propagation
channels for safety related ITS applications.
The channel sounder, used to obtain the measurements,
provided the sampled transfer function data in form of
several consecutive three-dimensional matrices, H [m, q, p]

of size [500 × 769 × 16]. The rows, m, are the time instants
(snapshots), being 500; the columns, q, are the 769 delayed
components per time snapshot, in frequency; and p are
the 16 possible paths between the 4 transmitter antennas
and the 4 receiver antennas. The analysis is made for the
link between the first receiver and transmitter antennas. The
matrix organization is seen in Figure 2, for all time instants.
a) Original channel data.
Fig. 4.

Fig. 2.

b) Approximated channel.

Magnitude of the non-stationary channel along time and delay.

Organization of the measurements matrix.

This analysis focuses on the urban crossing scenario, on a
single lane, with obstructed LOS, surrounding buildings and
parked cars on all sides of the intersection. The scenario is
shown in Figure 3, where vehicle C is the transmitter and vehicle D is the receiver. Vehicle D moves on a straight line, at
a speed of 40 km/s, towards position B. Meanwhile, vehicle
C moves in a different lane, without seeing vehicle D, and
slows down from a speed of 40 km/s to 0 km/s, changing
direction on the left towards vehicle D. The measurements
end after the crossing of the vehicles, when they both move
away from each other on the same lane and gradually slow
down.
B

vTX

C

A
vRX

D

Fig. 3. Urban crossing. The receiver D moves at speed vRx and the
transmitter C moves at speed vT x .

When comparing the frequency response magnitude between the original channel matrix and the approximated
one, in Figure 4, the energy of the signal in the latter
is concentrated around the delay component, in frequency,
of 0 Hz while the remaining components are weaker. The
strongest component is therefore the one with the smallest
delay and the signals energy is concentrated in this area.
Both channels have a similar frequency behaviour, since
the normalization performed on the model taps enables both

a) From channel sounder results.
Fig. 5.

b) Approximated channel results.

Time-variant PDP in urban crossing scenario.

signals to have the same energy. The approximated frequency
response shows a high correlation between the chosen taps
along the time axis, meaning the algorithm to choose them
is highly efficient. It is also evident the highly irregular
behaviour of the channel, which is inherent to the nonstationarity of vehicular channels, mainly the urban ones.
The time-variant Power Delay Profile (PDP) from the original channel sounder results and the approximated version of
the channel is shown in Figure 5.
The beginning of the scenario is characterized by an NLOS
component, result of the reflections on buildings and/or other
objects of the surrounding two roads, as the Tx and the Rx
vehicles approach the crossing, since the received power is
low until the channel reaches time instant 7 s.
After the initial NLOS behaviour, at around 8 s, a strong
component appears, evidenced by the increase in power,
which indicates an LOS path. This situation occurs when
the two vehicles are in the crossing and the closest to each
other.
It is possible to see that the PDP for the approximated
channel keeps the main contributions of the PDP in the
original data channel. The image noise is due to the plot
determination being made on a matrix with a high number
of zero-components.
B. Stationary models
This section presents the Packet Error Ratio (PER) analysis of the received 500 bytes packets, for stationary channel
models with up to 4 taps, pure Rayleigh, pure Rician and
the standardized European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) models.

The channel lasts approximately 10 s and the emulation
takes 10 min, meaning there are 60 PER traces of the same
scenario generated over the measurement time.
During the 10 min emulation, the number of packets
successfully received was compared with the total number
of transmitted ones, to determine PER of the channel under
different conditions.
The multiple number of traces during the measurement
time enables to compare PER results for the same scenario
and to verify how stable the emulator is. The rate at which
packets are transmitted from Tx, through the emulator, on
to Rx is 500 packet/s, meaning that each trace contains
Npackets = 5000 PER data points.
The tested stationary models analyzed PER curves behaved in a similar way by varying around a constant value.
Table I shows the mean and standard deviation values for all
stationary scenarios, for an attenuation of 12 dB.
The AWGN scenario, used as comparison, presented very
low PER results, and so it is not included in this paper.
The parameters for the mean values and standard deviations confirm that the mean PER increases and the standard
deviation decreases with the increase in vehicle speed. For
other attenuations, the channel’s behaviour degrades with the
increase in attenuation and speed, and results are closer to
the mean value.
PER results for the pure Rayleigh scenarios are low,
although they increase evidently with the increase in attenuation. Also, PER curves have a stable behaviour. When
analyzing the pure Rice scenarios, it is interesting to compare
its results with Rayleigh ones. PER values are considerably
lower than the pure Rayleigh scenario, proving Rice distribution indeed behaves better in dense traffic and low speed
situations. PER values were lower for higher attenuations.
When analyzing the mean values and standard deviations,
the increase in speed does not seem to significantly influence
the values of PER for the Rice distribution, mainly for lower
attenuations.
When comparing Rice with Rayleigh results, which
present lower values for PER for several attenuations, it is
clear that the static tap is better represented by the Rice
distribution, due to this distribution being better suited for
LOS scenarios. Also, Rice traces seem more stable with
increasing speed, seen by the decreasing standard deviations.
Given the simplicity of the model, Rice distribution presented better results for the PER, as expected.
Analyzing the ETSI models, PER curves behaviour was
less clear in the distinction between the different attenuations.
The urban scenario consist of two particular situations:
urban approaching, in which two vehicles, seeing each other,
approach each other in LOS, on the same road, with nearby
buildings; and urban crossing, in which two vehicles, in
different lanes, approach a blind intersection with other
traffic and nearby objects, such as buildings, present on all
corners.
The analysis of PER traces for several attenuations indicated that small-scale variations are seen strongest in the
urban crossing scenario, since it has stronger multipath

components, which in turn result in more interference in
the signal at the receiver. This is also caused by the long
correlation times due to low Doppler speeds.
Analyzing PER mean and standard deviation, it is evident
that the measured results are worse for the urban crossing
scenario, since the mean value of the signals is higher, and
the average standard deviation also supports it. Both urban
scenarios presented a highly variable behaviour due to the
strong multipath contributions, resulting in high interference
at the receiver.
PER traces for the highway scenario, divided into LOS,
where vehicles see each other, and NLOS, where vehicles are
blocked from each other with other vehicles, presented higher
PER values for the NLOS scenario. This is due to blocked
direct line and multipath contributions being relatively weak,
since the scenario is open and, therefore, the number of
obstacles are low.
PER mean values are high and standard deviations are low,
showing that for the majority of time, the NLOS scenario has
a very bad performance, loosing practically all the packets
during the transmission. Although the vehicles move at high
speeds, due to the LOS contribution, PER results for the LOS
scenario are much better, seen by the considerably lower
mean values.
For different attenuations, results did not vary very much
and the average standard deviations are relatively low, given
the considerably lower presence of nearby scatterers comparing with the urban scenario. It is clear that the multipath
components are less strong in highway scenarios, given that
variations in PER traces were lower, and the Doppler effect
is higher, due to the higher speeds.
The distinction between LOS and NLOS is very evident,
both in the urban and highway scenarios. The highway
NLOS performs worse than the urban case, since the high
Doppler effect highly degrades the signal. However, the
highway LOS performs better than the urban NLOS, since
the absence of LOS makes the signal reach the receiver with
a lot of interference.
The LOS component is indeed a very influential characteristic in the behaviour and performance of the channel and
the absence of a direct line at the receiver can significantly
degrade the signal and result in lower PER due to the
higher loss of the packets during transmission. Also, the high
vehicle speeds during the transmission increase the number
of lost packets during the measurement time.
There was a similarity between the PER results for the
high speed pure single tap distributions scenarios, such as
Rice and Rayleigh for 100 km/s and 150 km/s, and the
highway ones, due to the very close proximity between
vehicle speeds in both scenarios and the lack of many
surrounding objects, mainly for the higher attenuations.
The variations were seen strongest in the urban NLOS
scenario, which has stronger multipath components and long
correlation times due to low Doppler speeds. The results
also showed the fading impact in the variation of PER and,
therefore, can not be neglected a priori.
When analyzing urban and highway scenarios, the results

TABLE I
PER RESULTS AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR STATIONARY SCENARIOS AND ATTENUATION OF 12 dB.
Scenario
P̄p
σp

Rayleigh

Rice

Urban

Highway

10km/h

50km/h

100km/h

150km/h

10km/h

50km/h

100km/h

150km/h

LOS

NLOS

LOS

NLOS

0.468
0.097

0.557
0.074

0.698
0.055

0.848
0.039

0.215
0.111

0.234
0.096

0.302
0.092

0.337
0.088

0.089
0.108

0.224
0.097

0.096
0.107

0.292
0.092

showed that the non-stationarity of vehicular channels is not
well represented by the stationary models, mainly due to the
lack of accuracy in specific situations, like a vehicle obstacle
disappearing from the direct line between Tx and Rx, low
and high speed nodes and obstacles, among others. These
scenarios resulted in low and not realistic PER values that
do not evidence the several complexities and variance of the
channels.
C. Non-stationary models
The non-stationary scenario channel duration is 10 s and
the emulation for each scenario takes 10 min, meaning each
channel is repeated 60 times.
The 60 PER traces were determined for several attenuations and 3 different payload packet sizes: 200, 500 and
1000 bytes.
Analyzing the scenario taking Section V-A into account,
an approximated linear behaviour for PER trace can be
deduced, by performing a linear regression equation, given
by (11), in which the transmission is expected to be divided
in 4 regions, characterized by different PER values: region
0, starting at t0 = 0s until t1 , where vehicles are far away
and do not see each other, transmission being made in NLOS
from nearby obstacles; region 1, from t1 to t2 , where vehicles
start getting close; region 2, form t2 to t3 , where vehicles
reach the intersection and transition to LOS with each other,
with a peak the moment they are the closest; region 3, from
t3 until the end of the measurement tmax = 10s, where
vehicles move away from each other.

Pp = mReg i[s−1 ] t[s] − t0,i[s] + P0,Reg i ,
(11)
where Pp are PER linear values, t is the time axis values,
t0,i is the time instant Region i starts, mReg i is the linear
slope and P0,Reg i is the linear offset, in time instant t0 , for
region i.
As expected, PER values for most of the duration of the
channel were close to 1, as seen for 2 dB in Figures 6a,
6c and 6e, meaning that the majority of the transmitted
packets were lost during the first 7 s, moment in which PER
decreased slightly, and some transmission was possible.
While vehicles do not reach the intersection, transmission
is made mainly by multipath components. The decrease in
PER indicated the appearance of a LOS component, that
grew stronger until it reached its peak at around 9.5 s, when
the vehicles were the closest to each other. From this point
on, PER increased due to the vehicles driving away from
each other.
PER traces behaviour for the 60 channel realizations,
spread out over the measurement time, showed a similar

behaviour, demonstrating the stability of the emulator, which
enables a high repeatability of tests.
Analyzing the linear regression parameters for each packet
size and attenuation in Table II, region 1 disappears with the
increase in attenuation, meaning that for sufficiently high
attenuations, packets are almost completely lost during the
transmission until vehicles are close enough.
The correlation coefficient between the linear regression
equations and the 60 PER channel realization traces ρPp ,Ppreg ,
the PER mean value P̄p and standard deviation σp can also
be seen in Table II. The parameters were averaged between
all traces.
The correlation coefficients are very high, meaning the
behaviour of the channel is very close to the expected. When
analyzing the PER mean value averaged over all the 60 traces
and its standard deviation, the higher the attenuation and the
packet size, the higher the mean becomes, almost close to
1, and the closest the trace is to a straight line equal to the
mean.
Taking the 60 PER traces for several different attenuations,
it is possible to determine an average PER through ensemble
means, shown in Figures 6b, 6d and 6f. This was done by
averaging all the events that are separated exactly 10 s.
This average behaviour shows an approximation to the error probability, and presents more detail than the independent
curves, which, for example, can not detect the short dip at
approximately 8.5 s. Therefore, this estimate should be used
to detect fast changes.
The channel dependence with the LOS is highly evident.
Analyzing the LOS component in Figure 5a, at approximately 8 s, PER varies from close to 1 down strongly.
When varying packet size, it becomes clear that packets
were better received in 200 bytes size, and the channel
behaved the worst for the 1000 bytes packets, where data is
more easily lost. The most common packet size is 500 bytes.
Regardless of the packet size, the qualitative behaviour of the
channel is very similar.
Comparing the non-stationary results with the stationary
urban crossing ones, the latter presents a very optimistic
realization of a vehicular urban scenario, given the low value
for PER opposed to the almost 1 case of the non-stationary
ones. Also, they do not show the specific variations that occur
in this situation, such as appearance or disappearance of LOS
when the vehicles reach the intersection and start seeing each
other, and the slow increase of PER as vehicles move away.
The non-stationary data-based vehicular channels present
a pessimistic but realistic case of reception, given that the
majority of the packets are lost. The non-stationarities of
the channel are well represented and the model is a close
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TABLE II

L INEAR REGRESSION PARAMETERS FOR THE MAIN REGIONS , CORRELATION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN PER RESULTS AND LINEAR REGRESSION
VALUES , PER MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION , FOR ATTENUATIONS OF 2 dB AND 12 dB.
Packet
[bytes]
200
500
1000

Attenuation
[dB]
2
12
2
12
2
12

t1[s]

t2[s]

t3[s]

6.840
7.020
7.000
-

8.360
8.690
8.500
8.950
8.560
8.900

9.752
9.960
9.840
9.900
9.840
9.960

Region 1
m[%/s] P0 [%]
−0.048
1.000
−0.017
1.000
−0.003
1.000
-

approximation to the real and already analyzed measured
channel data. The distinctions between LOS and NLOS are
also very clear.
The results obtained for the non-stationary urban intersection were expected and are in line with the applications in
safety vehicular contexts. Since communication happens in
an ad-hoc manner, vehicles exchange information about their
surroundings very fast, in a range of a few meters from one

Region 2
m[%/s] P0 [%]
−0.554
0.883
−0.448
1.000
−0.381
0.975
−0.373
0.999
−0.226
0.994
−0.146
1.000

Region 3
m[%/s] P0 [%]
1.173
0.132
1.476
0.523
1.684
0.384
1.072
0.730
1.219
0.634
0.492
0.876

ρPp ,Ppreg
0.989
0.969
0.989
0.957
0.983
0.949

P̄p

σp

0.908
0.973
0.943
0.986
0.973
0.995

0.212
0.099
0.139
0.054
0.071
0.022

another, being that when they are far away, not seeing each
other, the obtained PER results are almost-1. The information
is then spread continuously, from vehicle to vehicle.
The presented and analyzed emulator proves it is stable
and capable of accurately simulating the behaviour of a reallife vehicular channel, and it is reliable to be used in testing
the performance of vehicle modems, at low-complexity and
cost.

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This project aimed at developing a low-complexity, flexible, and reprogrammable vehicular non-stationary channel
emulator.
TDL stationary and non-stationary models were generated
to characterize channels with a limited number of taps,
in which components were determined using, respectively,
Rice and Rayleigh distributions, and optimization algorithm
Lasso.
The further developed emulator allowed to emulate consecutively and automatically several scenarios, and to update
the delays during the measurement time.
PER results for the single-tap stationary scenarios,
Rayleigh and Rice, showed that the increase in vehicle speed
and attenuation leads to packets being more easily lost. The
Rice distribution behaved better than the Rayleigh one, since
it is better suited to represent a LOS component.
ETSI urban approaching scenario presented better PER
results than the urban intersection one, since communication happens in LOS, for the whole channel duration. The
strong multipath effect for both scenarios explains the high
variances for PER traces along the measurement time.
For the highway scenario, although both LOS and NLOS
scenarios suffer from high Doppler spreads, the former
behaves better because the absence of a direct line results
in extremely high losses.
For the non-stationary scenario, PER results showed the
channel looses most of the transmitted packets until the
vehicles are in LOS with each other. Packet loss starts
decreasing until it reaches its minimum when the vehicles are
the closest, before they move away, increasing PER values
until they are far away enough the transmission is practically
impossible.
The payload packet size also has a strong influence on
the transmission, since for 200 bytes packets start being
received much sooner than for 1000 bytes, in which, for
higher attenuations, reception is practically negligible.
Since communication in a vehicular context is performed
in ad-hoc between vehicle nodes, the results were the expected due to reception only happening when vehicles are
close enough.
The emulator’s stability and capacity to reprogramme or
change parameters easily for the different scenarios was confirmed by the high similarity shown among traces, enabling
high repeatability and flexibility.
The size of the stationary regions also offers a good tradeoff, since it is small enough so that the emulator performs
realistically, and high enough so that the emulator is not very
complex.
For future work, vehicle modems can be tested in order
to provide an in depth analysis not only of the emulator, but
also of their performance.
With the increasing evolution of the mobile networks and
the growing mobility of terminals connected to this network,
these results can be used as a comparison for future 5G
studies. The industry of autonomous cars may also benefit
from this study to test future vehicle modems.
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